
THERMAL SENSITIVITY

Sensitivity expresses the ability of an infrared camera to display a very good image even if the thermal contrast in a
scene is low. Put another.

Your question might be better posed to someone involved in the design and engineering of detectors and
imagers rather than on a user forum. Sensitivity expresses the ability of an infrared camera to display a very
good image even if the thermal contrast in a scene is low. Here is an example of temporal noise. What affects
NETD? The noise measurement value should be specified at a particular object temperature, as this impacts
the measurement. Its video currently supports P. The noise equivalent temperature difference is then being
measured at a specific temperature. When the noise is equivalent to the smallest measurable temperature
difference, the detector has reached its limit of its ability to resolve a useful thermal signal. Put another way, a
camera with good sensitivity can distinguish objects in a scene that have very little temperature difference
between them. The camcorder shows noise at low light levels just like an infrared camera displays it at low
temperature levels. The biggest of which will be on board video storage and imagers that function more like a
video camera that can take images rather than a camera that has a video out. Generally, a lower f-stop will lead
to a better noise value. Its pretty obvious, the image on the left. The image on the left shows a noisy thermal
image that the camera produces when looking at a very uniform black body during the measurement. The
image on the right shows a histogram of all pixel values taken from several images over time. Thermal camera
have 1Mpixel already. It looks like this. You will also notice that the larger the temperature range, the higher
the NETD. The f-stop or aperture of the lens determines how my thermal radiation reaches the detector. So a
lower NETD number means: Good image â€” easy to understand Higher efficiency with a better image you
can work in conditions where a less sensitive camera may not find problems Easier to focus the camera Easier
to identify objects in the IR-image More professional looking reports with better images Posted by. Another
cool one would be to integrate the IR line scanner technology in to modern imagers for 3d imaging of moving
parts. Therefore, there is a maximum resolution that can be obtained with IR that is much lower than the
resolution capable with visible light. The images below show the same scene recorded by two different
cameras. NETD is defined as the amount of infrared radiation required to produce an output signal equal to the
systems own noise. The more noise there is, the higher the NETD value of the detector. How did we manage
to leap from a question involving an i7 imager to theoretic maximums for sensor arrays? Decades ago. The
wavelength of IR is longer than visible. Take a look at the two images below, which one is better? We can
graph this noise using a graph called a histogram a bar chart representing a frequency distribution which tells
us how often certain temperatures appear in the image noise. Shown below are two curves, each representing a
different temperature range on an infrared camera. Scientific cameras with photon based and cryogenically
cooled detectors can achieve NETD values of about 18 mK. It is a measure for how well a thermal imaging
detector is able to distinguish between very small differences in thermal radiation in the image. Thermal
cameras sometimes come with more than one calibrated temperature measurement range. You can see that as
the object temperature increases, the NETD decreases better sensitivity. NETD changes with target
temperature. I would say at least another two years when x will become the norm with x coming down to the x
prices within two years. Typical values for uncooled, micro-bolometer detector thermal cameras are on the
order of 45 mK. The black body needs to stabilize before starting the measurement. The smaller the
wavelength, the better the resolution.


